Anatomage to host users event

By Anatomage staff

Anatomage provides award-winning software and industry-leading surgical guides for implant planning. We invite you to join us at our annual users group meeting April 5 and 6 in Napa, Calif., for high-quality training and education. This year, Dr. Michael Sodeifi will be live webcasting a surgery from his private practice in San Francisco. This webcast will provide insight into the surgical protocol for Anatomage Guided Surgery for clinicians who have yet to perform a guided case, for our guided surgery veterans, Sodeifi will also be answering questions regarding the more advanced techniques.

Case debate

The first moderated Anatomage Users Group Debate will feature perspectives from speakers of different clinical backgrounds: an oral surgeon, a general dentist and a periodontist. The debate participants will be given the same case and will deliver opening statements, rebuttals and closing arguments. The focus will be providing the best treatment plan, how to use the Invivo software to assess and present the plan and surgical considerations for the case. The audience can look forward to a discussion encompassing multiple disciplines with the goal of tackling clinical cases with multiple perspectives.

Advanced In Vivo Dental

This session is tailored for the very advanced users. Instruction will be focused on techniques to maximize image quality and navigating advanced tools. Users will also be exposed to underutilized tools to improve workflow and increase presentation value.

Anatomage Guide tips

This instruction will be geared toward optimizing workflow in your practice and achieving repeatable surgical success with Anatomage Guide. The trainers will cover commonly made mistakes, potential sources of error and ways to avoid them. Integration with intra-oral scans as well as a brief overview of STL import and registration comparison of several manufacturers will be discussed. Advanced applications such as immediate denture fabrication and bone reduction guide design will be covered as well.

The material will aid clinicians planning complex surgical cases and discuss specific Invivo tool applications. Examples will include planning immediate provisional cases, fully edentulous arch planning and multiple implant treatment options. The instruction will be focused on software technique used to maximize surgical guide accuracy as well as prosthetic outcome.

To register for this event, call (408) 885-1474.